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stitution of the ancient State, to observe the points of similarity and the points of contrast between this and our
American republic. It is folly indeed to idolize antiquity; it
is equal folly to disregard it. A nearer view of the inner
workings of the Athenian commonwealth prepares us the
better to appreciate and admire the purer spirit and the truer
freedom of our own favored institutions.

ARTICLE IX.
SMITH'S DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY.-SMYRNA.
BY PROI". GEORGB •• LANE, HARVARD UNIVBRSl'lY.

MR. SMITH is an indefatigable writer of books. His last
book for 1867 is a pamphlet of some 1380 pages, on Greek
and Roman Geography.
The book contains more than the title implies. Besides
the geography it aims at a chorographic and topographic
description of countries and cities; with historical accounts
of their origin, rise and decline, and sketches of the more
important buildings of the cities.
The work abounds in the excellencies and defects which
may be noticed in the whole series of Mr. Smith. He has
done more than any other English scholar toward popularizing the results of continental scholars, and presenting the
material side of antiquity in a convenient and accessible
form. In general the due proportion in the length and prominence of the Articles has been preserved. They are written in neat English, printed in neat type, and illustrated by
neat cuts and maps. On the other hand, even a casual
1 Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geograpby. Edited by William Smith,
LL. D. In two volumes. Boston: Little, Brown and Company. Vol. I. 1854.
pp.1108. VoL 11.1857. pp.1383.
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gianee at the works of this series will detect many incongruities; the compilatory character is too evident. Citations are given which do not always warrant the assertions
in the text, and citations are sometimes given which do not.
warrant anything at all. It is too often apparent that the
contributors have not gone to the bottom of their subject;
that they have transferred Articles, or fused them together,
without going back to a careful study of authorities on
which they should be founded. Neither can the effect of
these works on the literary community be in all respects
good. While they undoubtedly contribute to the culture of
many persons who, but for these convenient English manuals,
would hardly know where to apply for information on classical matters, it cannot be denied that they may lead young
scholars astray. It is easier for them to tum to the Dictionaries, and find the whole story there, than to put in play
their own powers of memory, comparison, and combination;
and an unchecked use of illustrative books is apt to divert
the attention too much to the realia, too much to things,
greatly to the prejudice of the main object of classical
study, intimacy with the authors themselves, a thorough ac-·
quaintance with the ancient idioms, and a genuine and
searching appreciation of the unapproachable graces of clasIical style.
However, to speak of this estimable book in vague generalities is not our purpose. It is proposed in the following
to consider with some care the history of one of the towns
included in the second volume; one of the smaller towns,
but to the biblical and classical scholar not the least int.eresting. The Article on SMYRNA has been furnished by Mr.
Leonhard Schmitz, of Edinburgh, favorably known from his
educational works. This Article gives the main and familiar features in the history of Smyrna, with tolerable correctness. But it is very far from complete. The few chronological data given are those commonly adopted, not his
own. It is thought that a somewhat more satisfactory determination of the principal epochs in the history of the
city may be made than has hitherto been done. And to do
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this with any degree of thoroughness, it is easier to re-construct the whole history, as far as the ancient sources allow,
than to keep up a mnning commentary on the somewhat
meagre sketch of Mr. Schmitz.
The historical notices of the town are not many, and are
often provokingly vague. The reason of this is apparent.
From its early settlement down to a couple of hundred years
after the beginning of authentic history. the city of Smyrna
was one of the most flourishing cities of Asia Minor.
Many years after, under the successors of Alexander the
Great, it regained, though under a totally changed state of
afi3.irs, much of its ancient prominence, and under AugustU8
and Tiberius and subsequent emperors it is again spoken
of as " the gem of Ionia," 1 and "the eye of Asia." i But
hetween these two periods there is a great gulf fixed;
Smyrna was razed to the ground, - as we shall try to show
below, at or after 680, B. C., - and lay in ruins till it was
restored in Alexander's time, or shortly after. During this
long interval nothing remained but the temples, and a few
scattered hamlets, occupied by the descendants of the ancient inhabitants. Hence, in the great historical game played between the people of the East and the people of the
West, and afterwards in the feud between Sparta and
Athens, Smyrna could take no part.3 The town lay consequently out of the range of the great historians, who probably looked on it as a place that had vanished forever from
the face of the earth. Herodotus alludes to it only two or
three times, and then incidentally. Thucydides never mentions the name. The most direct and authentic sources left
us for the history of the old town are the scanty notices of
epic and lyric poets. The deductions drawn from these
notices by later Greek writers can only be used with great
caution. Of the new town the notices of historians, perieBoeckh, C. I. 8191 of the period of Sept. Severns, and often in inscriptions.
Aristid. Mo... hi l~. I. p. 428.
• It is nothing but a blnnder when Kortiim, Helleni~cbe StnatsverfassnnJr('D,
p. 51, enumerates Smyrna among tbe allies of Athens in the Pc1oponnc5'an
I

I!
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gets and geographers enable us to give a somewhat more
connected account. The rhetor Aelius Aristides of SmyrB&, gives some incidental information. His ideas of the
history are shallow and absurd, but for his own times he is
a credible witness. The coins and inscriptions are all, unfortunately, of the new Smyrna.
Histories, indeed, of the town were not wanting. Those
IIistorians who treated of the Aeolic and Ionian confedera,..
tions could hardly have failed to notice a town which was,
. in a measure, the connecting link between the two confederations; and Alexandrine industry must have occupied
itself with the history of a place toward which 80 many un~
8haken evidences point as the birthplace of the Homeric
lOngs.
Of special histories of the town we have two titles,
of whose existence Mr. Schmitz does not seem to be aware.
The first is •ItTToputd. 71'ep~ Z~vp~, Historical Inveetigations
on Smyrna. The second is ntvaE 'P",paf.t"." ~ Z~vprm.J.JI
~ "Ttl Xp/wow, which seems to have been a chron~
logical or annalistic catalogue of distinguished Romans and
Smymaeans, probably public functionaries.! The 1088 of
these works, which are known to us only through an inscriptiOn,1I cannot be sufficiently deplored, as the author, Hermo..
genes, the son of Charidemus, who lived seventy-seven years,
and wrote seventy-seven books, treated many interesting
things connected with our subject, such as the Wisdom and
the Country of Homer, and the Foundation of Colonies in
Europe and Asia. A third work, mentioned by Suetonius,'
a Commentarius Smyrnae, by L. Crassitius, a freedman of
Tarentum, is understood by some commentators to be a hietory of Smyrna. But Weichert' and others have shown
conclusively that this was a commentary on the erudite
poem of Cinna.
Among modem writers on Smyrna Mr. Schmitz quotes

I

"-"0".,.,

Such .. the It'f',..",-yol, the
and the "'p"'41It&J; or the It'f'~"
who. as we learn from the names or females (C. 1.3150.3173), were not ciyic but
religioDB functionaries, but yot gave a name to the year; Philoatr. vilt. soph.
2, 26,2; IIIt'f'~po. ~ -~. w"1'O;' ...,.",.0;' .,~rrcu ~1'. ;',,41"""
I C. I. 3311.
• De gramm. 18.
' Poeu. Lau. Bel. p.IS..
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a century before Herodotus, gives a sort of Itinerarium in a
passagel that is somewhat corrupt, but clear enough to show
it was marked by august sepulchral monuments like the
great Roman roads. "Go," he says of the" journey to Smyrna," "through the Lydians, past the tomb of Attales, and
the monument of Gyges, and the gravestone of Megastrys,
(!) and the sepulchre of Atys and king Myrsilus, turning
thy belly to the setting sun." A recent philologist' has endeavored to prove that, since Hipponax was an Ephesian,
and a suburb of Ephesus bore the name of Smyrna, the
Ephesian Smyrna must be the one he refers to. But im.
assumption may be refuted by reasons that must commend themselves to every sensible man. In the first place,
perspicuity would require the poet to add some qualification
to the name, if he meant the Ephesian suburb; otherwise
bis readers would naturally understand the city of Smyrna,
and not the suburb of Ephesus. In another place 3 where the
suburb is mentioned, he defines it geographically. Secondly, he speaks of" the road to Smyrna, thrfYtlg/& the Lydians,"
and in a westerly direction. The starting point to be sure
:is not given. But the most natural starting point is the
great city of Sardis, and the first mentioned tomb, that of
Attales, shows that this city is probably meant. Attales, as
we learn from Nicolaus Damascenus,4 was the son of Sadyattes, king of Lydia, and his monument would naturally be
at the capital of the realm. From Sardis to Smyrna the
traveller would go directly westward, while from Sardis to
Ephesus he would go considerably to the south. Thirdly,
there is no important point or town to the east of Ephesus,
and a course westward to Ephesus would not be thf"oogk
the Lydians (8~ Avoo)J.I), but past (7Tapa) the outskirts of
Lydia, or indeed mostly through Caria. Fourthly, Hipponax evidently enumerates the monuments in their order from
1 Fr. 47 Schneidewin i 15 Berllt.
I In Schneidewin's Philologus, 1851, p. 70.
• Fr. 26.
4 Fr. 47, quoted by Bcrgk. i hence the emendation of Schneidewin, ·AAvJ."...",
for' ATTb.."" which refers it to the famous monument of Alyatte8 at Sardis
mentioned by Herodotus, and still in existence, is unnecessary.
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east to west, ending with the monument of Atys, which
seems to be near the Smyrna he refers to. We have SeeD
nom Herodotus that Smyrna is concemed in the tradition.
of Atys's reign; and the bill, which even as late as the timea
of AritStides,l bore the name of "Atys's Hill," was probably the seat of the ancient monument of this king, or of a
monument that passed for his.
From these and other scanty memorials of a remote age,
we learn one thing, that there was a Smyrna before Smyrna. That is, that before the establishment of the Greek
oolony, there was a settlement of some maritime importance
near the Meles. The stretch of shore which was afterwards dotted with Greek towns was held, according to
Pherecydes,1l by two tribes at the time of the Greek settlement, the Carians and Leleges, the Carians occupying
Miletus, Myua, an~ the tracts about Mycale and Ephesus,
the Leleges the rest of the shore as far as Phocaea (including the islands of Chios and Samos), and consequently the
seat of the subsequent Smyrna.3 The great similarity of
these two tribes is sufficiently shown by the :&equent confu.
sion of their names; and their affinity with the MysiaDe
and the great Lydian stock is indicated by the mythical
brotherhood of Lydus, Mysus, and Car.· The oldest local
and particular legends of Smyrna cluster round the mythical names of Tantalus and his son Pelops. Pelops6 reigned
near Mt. Sipylns before his departure for Pelops's Island;
TantalulJ is named as the founder of the town. Doubtless
in these myths lies a germ of historic truth. The Lelegian
or Lydian town, which, according to report, was swallowed
by a lake,S may as well be called Tantalus's Town, as by
1 'kp./Wy. I. p. 499. It i8 but (air to 8ay that the reading"A'nIH (or the leD. .
1e88 "Qnl o( the codd. i. due to Schneidewin ; it is 80 well confirmed by the evidence of Aristides, though the emendation was made Independently of Ariltide&,
that it may be colllidered established•
• Ap. Strab. 14, p. 632.
• Strab. 14, p. 6«.
• Her. 1, 171.
• Aristid.
2p.6",. I. p. 4-ro i id. Mo... hi 2p./Jp... p. 425 i Paul. 2, 22, 4 :
5,18,4.
• Aristid. Mo•• hl'Jp.. L p. 427. Stephan. Byz. gives as the name o( Tant&las'. town, which was afterwuda supplanted by &he Amazonian ae&deJDeDt, N'"

IIpcHr.,.
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any other name. But it is clear that this Tantalean settlement was not on the Smyrnaean gulf, but further inward,
near Mt. Sipylus. Hence the connection between the older
Lelegian town, near the Sipylus, and the thriving Hellenic
colony, by the sea, was not very direct. Tantalus's town may
be regarded as the head-quarters or nucleus of the Leleges,
who were dispossessed of their lands by the Greeks. rl'he
Greek writers connect the two settlements, or regard the
Greek colony as the continuation of the Lydian, in order to
claim for their city a more august antiquity.l Aristides i
names Pelops and Tantalus in one place as the founders; in
another, Theseus, simply because in one place he has the
Lydian town in mind, in another the Greek.
The name of Theseus brings us a step nearer to authentic
history, and to the Greek accounts of Smyrna. We must
premise that, as Smyrna was held at dilf~rent times by two
races, the Aeolic and Ionic, two theories were held with
respect to its foundation: first, the AEOLIC theory, supported. by Ephoms and Herodotus; secondly, the IONIAN
theory, supported by Strabo. The Aeolic theory traces the
origin of the city to Cyme, the Ionian to Ephesus, and
through Ephesus to Athens. In both of these versions the
name of Theseus occurs, and much of the confusion in the
early history of Smyrna is due to his name. According to
the Ionic theory, Theseus is the famous hero of Attica; according to the Aeolic, and as we believe the true theory,
Theseus comes from Cyme, and is a descendant of the royal
house of Pherae, in Thessaly. The personal existence of
this Theseus may, perhaps, be doubted, since the whole
narrative in which he plays a part·is of a mythical character. But we can hardly doubt, on weighing the evidence,
that Smyrna was a secondary colony, founded not directly
AoXOl'. Mr. S. makes no mention of this. Evidently Steph. is in error; is it in
realily the name of the suburb of the later city along tho gulf, which, as we glean
from Philostratus and Aristidcs, was a sort of city by itself!
I So the embassy in Tae. A. 4, 56 At Zmyrnaei, Tepetita lletus/ate, seu Tanta.
lu, etc.
I rr,-t». ~ I. p• ..0, and tlMW. hI ~ I. p. 486.
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from Greece, but from some Aeolian colony in Asia Minor;
and that this colony was, in all probability, Cyme; and the
same evidence leads us to reject confidently the IonianEphesian theory of Strabo, and of modem critics, who have
followed Strabo, as K. O. Miiller and Oeconomus, since all
the seeming indications of an Ionian origin may easily be
accounted for without recourse to this assumption.
We find, to be sure, many other versions of the story besides that of Ephorus, some of them mythical, some seemingly historical. According to one of the most current local
legends, the founder of the town, like the founder of Ephesus, Myrina, and Cyme itself, was an Amazon,l who called
the town after her own name. The llame of the A~ons
naturally brings t;lp the name of Theseus, with all the stories
of his battles and loves; and hence the Cymaean Theseus
was confounded, as we have seen, with the Attic Theseus,
and the Attic Thes·eus is married to the Amazon Smyrna.
Strabo's error may be due in part to these confu~d accounts
of Theseus; and the Attic2 theory of the direct origin of
the city from Athens, is only a particularized version of the
Ionic theory, with which the name of Theseus had much to
do. The assumption once made, that this Theseus was the
Attic Theseus, the Athenians had a strong motive for insisting that Smyrna was an Attic colony. For, of all the
seven towns that claimed Homer as their citizen, the Smyrnaeans were adjudged to have the best claim, and to assert
the claim of Athens as the metropolis of Smyrna was to
assert some share in the heritage of the Homeric songs.
With what interest the Athenians seized on every pretext to
identify themselves with the great strife between Troy and
the forces of Greece is well known from Pisistratus's interpolation in the Catalogue of Ships; and the theory of a direct colonization from Attica is due to the same period, and
is, indeed, closely connected with the name of Pisistratus.
On the pedestal of a statue erected to this tyrant, stood the
1
II

Plin. N. H. 5, 31 i Strab. 12, p. 550, and of Ephesus 14, p. 633.
Cf. Ariatid• • DoA. L p. 372; Dpos~• • I. p. 440.
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following inscription, claiming the" golden citizen," Homer,
as an Athenian; (auet. vito Hom., p. 27, Westenn.)
CHP.h-EPOi -yap l,,,,VOi A XPWEOi ;V 'lToAc.~.
El1TEP 'A37]vawL 1.p.vpvav d.'IT'I!ICUrap.EV.

This theory of a direct colonization from Attica may
therefore be dismissed, as founded originally on a confusion
of names, and propagated by interested literary speculators
like Pisistratus and his school in Athens, or by declamatory
municipal patriots like Aristides J in Smyrna.
The Amazon founder of the city, who is the connecting
link between Theseus of Cyme, and .Theseus of Attica, is
curiously interwoven with all stories of the early history of
the town. Some meaning there must be in these myths, if
we take care not to interpret them too literally, and look
upon the Amazon as a real, concrete pers~>n. The Amazons
are, of. course, not a historical nation, but belong to the
Asiatic mythology. They are either divinities i or attendants
on some divinity (lepooov}.o,), like the Artemis Tauropolus,
wbo was, according to Diodorus, a deity of the Amazons.
Historically analyzed, all traditions of the Amazons as conquerors of men and founders of cities melt away; mythologically analyzed, they are an important connecting link
between the Greek mythology and the older local traditions
and modes of worship which the Greeks, with. their pious
veneration for things existing, were reluctant to displace.
Hence, a victory of the Greeks over the Amazons, or the
marriage of a Greek with an Amazon, stript of its mythical
garb, means nothing more than this, that a new cultus was
set up where the Asiatic cultus had prevailed, or the Asiatic
eultus was engrafted on the Greek. The Amazon Smyrna,
the eponymus heroine, afterwards adopted as the personification of the town, was the ancient local Lelegian or Lydian
divinity. The myths which celebrated her attributes and
deeds were gradually wrought into the fonn of epic lays;
1

I

In Dpos!I>. 2,.. I. p. 443, Athens is called ,,"'rrphoAlf.
See Muller's Dorians, I. p. 404, English translatiou, and tho authorities in

Dotee.
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in the reign of Gyges, Magnes' a Smyrnaean went round
the cities of Lydia singing the deeds of the Amazons, and
the victories won by the Lydians. From the epos to history
it is but a step, and thus the shadowy representative of
natural forces or divine attributes becomes a flesh and blood
reality.
We may notice in this connection a two-fold, or even a
three-fold form of the name. The word up:uPJla or up:uP1l'll'
probably connected with the name of the town, is a dialectic form of p:uppa. The personal name is found in both
forms also. Panyasis, quoted by Apollodorus,t tells the
well known story of Smyrna, the mother of Adonis, which
Lycophron tells of Myrrha. C. Helvius Cinna, in his
elaborate poem, calls her Smyrna, Ovid calls her Myrrha.
This explains what Syncellus 3 says of the Aeolic town,
Myrina, that" it is called by some Smyrna." Mvplva (only
a lengthened form of Mvppa or ~p.vPJla) is said by Strabo
to be the name of the Amazon who founded the town of
Myrina.4 This town, then, was a seat of the same ancient
Amazon-cultus with Smyrna, though the name of the divinity is a little disguised.s
The story of the Amazon appears in still another form
in the Ionic account of Strabo.' The city of Smyrna, according to Strabo, was named from the suburb of Ephesus,
which agaip. derived its name from an Amazon Smyrna
who ruled in Ephesus. In proof of this he quotes Callinus's hymn to Zeus, "Pity the Smyrnaeans," that is, the
Ephesians; and this Ephesian Smyrna he goes on to prove
1 Nicol. Damasc. fro 62; Suid. S. v. Md-yJ/'llS.

Bibl.3, 14, 3.
I P. 181. A.
, On the Trojan plRiD, according to Strabo, 12, p. 66, Tauchn., was a hill,
called by the gods Batieia, but by men, the sepulchre of Myrina: auother seat of
this cultus.
6 Mr. S('hmitz makes no refercn('e to the orthography ZJ.L{,Plfa., found in count11'55 insl'riptioDS, coins imd mann scripts. The letter ::l! complains in I.nciaD,
judie. vocalium 9 (quotcd hy El'khel, I. 2, p. 545), that Z has robbed it of Smyrna.
Cf. also Sext. Empir. Rd". math. pp.638 and 639 Bekker. What Weichert,
l'oelt. I,att. Hell. p. 169, advances in favor of Zmyrna, is fully borne out by
recent texts.
, XIV. p. 632. Steph. Byz. follows him, S. v. ::l!J.L(,Plla..
2
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from Hipponax, was situated between TP"IXEt", and Aew-P"I
·A~. The inhabitants of this suburb went on an expedition
against the Leleges, conquered them, drove them out, and
built the town. But their stay was not long; the intruders
were soon displaced by the Aeolians, and retired to Colophon, and sallying out in conjunction with the Ionian
Colophonians, they regained their own. This again he attests from a poet, Mimnermus in his Na~:
11 aln, IIvAov N7JAfwv I10Tv N,,rovm
'IJLEprt,v •Aut."., JI7]1Iulv d."'U(&p.~ja.
'E~ 11 lpanp, KoAotfJWva {3[."., {miprnrAov lxovm
"E'&JLEj' d.~ ~{3pLO<> .;,y(p.&VE~·
K(ijev 11 d.aTVEVT~ d.1f'OpvVp.EVOL 1f'CYfapmo
EHiilv {3ovAfllp.vpv."., ElAop.ev A~.
'HJLEL~

According to the Ionic version, therefore, which Strabo
follows, the founders came not from Aeolis, but from the
Ionian Ephesus. But here Strabo is at direct issue with a
greater authority than himself; Herodotus! enumerates
Smyrna among the twelve towns of the Aeolic confederacy.
He adds, to be sure, that the town was taken from the
Aeolians by the Colophonians, and in so far the two accounts agree. But in the one vital point there is an essential difference between Strabo and Herodotus. Herodotus
regards the Aeolians as the founders and legitimate owners
of the town; Strabo regards them as the temporary occupants, who were ejected from a place they had seized by the
force of arms. One thing is certain, that the Colophonians
dispossessed the Aeolians.
Strabo errs in intimating"
though his language is vague, that the Colophonians did it
in' aid of original Ephesian founders. This could not have
been the case; we do not know, to be sure, how long a
period intervened between the foundation of the town and
the Colophonian capture, as all dates at this period are necessarily uncertain. We shall endeavor to show hereafter
that it was probably a hundred years or more. At any rate'
it was a tolerably long time. Now, if Smyrna had been·
1
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founded by Ionians and occupied by Ionians, some hint oC
the older Greek writers would have given a gleam of the
truth. But on the contrary the belief of the Aeolian origin
is deeply rooted; it seems never to have been questioned;
the stereotyped epithet of the town is Aloxtf;. Indeed the
lines of Mimnermus, with which Strabo defends his position,
may be turned against Strabo; Mimnermus does not say, as
he undoubtedly would have said, if he sided with Strabo,
"we recaptured the Ionian Smyrna from the Aeolians;" he
says in a naive straightforward fillibustering strain, " leaving
Pylos, we (i. e., the Colophonians) came to Asia in our
ships; we sate down at Colophon; and sallying thence, in
accordance with our manifest destiny (~eo;JI (3ovXfJ), we took
the Aeolian Smyrna." Furthermore, Mimnermus's '$l'vpvtJJI
Alox/&. is not original with him; it goes back to a much
more venerable authority, nn epigram of the Homerids: I
AloAJ8a ~I'VPVTJJI, u)wyetTOlla, 'If'01lTOTtllaJCTOll: and we find the
same thing repeated by Callimachus,· "al '$I'VPVTJf; ~OTW
4'1f" .Alo)J~. Of prose-writers, besides Herodotus, Pausanias and Plutarch speak of the Aeolic origin as a settled
thing; Pausanias 3 says: "Smyrna was one of the twelve
Aeolic cities, and Ionians from Colophon took it and kept
it;" and Plutarch,. who touches the matter incidentally,
quotes one Metrodorus (probably the Chian Metrodorus),
as saying that" the Smyrnaeans were of old Aeolians."
Besides these direct evidences, two strong arguments
from probability may be adduced in support of Herodotus
and against Strabo. In the first place, the Ephesians never
were a colonizing people. No colony of Ephesus is anyI Ep. 4, 7.
II Ap. Athen. 7, p. 318, C.
• 7,5.
4 Quaestt. Symp. 6, 8, 1: .,.11 3~ 'I".Ie,..f,PIO" IA~,.." lie .,..." M."...poUpov 'I...
"ue""· 10"'1"0,..-; -yap lIT" Ie. '1". A. There is some doubt here as to what Metrodoras
is meant, as the '1",,,uecL of M. are not elsewhere mentioned. Hecker proposes
(in Schneidewin's Philologus. 1851. p. 421) to read 'Ap<r.,.13,(,poll, referring to
Athen.3, p. 111, D. We would 8ugge~t as a simpler ehange, to read T,..,ueii" for
·1"'''1....., 'and understand it os R citation from the Chinn Metrodorus mentioned
in A then. 4. p. 184, A: M7/Tp&a..pOl 3' " Xi'os I .. T p ... Ie 0 -; S ~,.., Ie. T. A. An
examination of the context in Plutarch will cOllvince that this passage is likely
to belong in the Tp.. uecL.
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where mentioned. Secondly, the importance attached in
flIlcient times to particular numbers is well known, and especially to the number twelve. Counting Smyrna among
the original Ionic cities, we find the Ionian league would
embrace thirteen cities, the Aeolian eleven. Counting it
among the Aeolic cities, we have twelve cities in each confederation, as in the old Etruscan confederation.
The conclusion, therefore, to which we are forced is, that
Smyrna w(u not settled from Ephesus. The testimony of
Strabo has been followed in modem times by Karl Otfried
Miiller. The respect to which this great man's opinions on
any subject are entitled, makes it necessary to consider his
arguments, and show the fallacy of his conclusions.
It is but fair to say that Miiller touches this question incidentally only, in the course of a literary-historical investigation in his popular work, the History of Greek Literature.
H his investigation had been a historical one, he would,
doubtless, have come to a different conclusion. He shows
that the Iliad and Odyssey contain both Aeolic and Ionic
elements, the latter predominating. Homer is a native of
Smyrna; and hence he accounts for the Aeolic-Ionic mixture, by assuming 1 that" the two races met about the same
time in Smyrna, although perhaps it may be allowed that
the Ionians had somewhat the precedence in point of time, as
the -name of the town was derived from them. It is credible,
although it is not distinctly stated, that for a long time the
two populations occupied Smyrna jointly." He adopts the
story of the Ephesian colony, and so positively as to say
"Homer was an Ionian, belonging to one of the families
which went from Ephesus to Smyrna." Nay, he even traces
the Ionic inhabitants of the Ephesian suburb back to the
Athenians, to the Athenae Atticae.
With the Ephesian Smyrna the case is not so simple as
Miiller makes it. The probability is that Strabo's account
is to be inverted; it is, in all probability, not the metropolis
of the city of Smyrna, but itself a colony of the city of
Smyrna. Other accounts of the origin of this suburb are,
1

Page 43, Engliah tranalation.
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to be sure, preserved, but they are all dark and unsatisfac~
tory. Such, for instance, is the account of Malacus; Malacus 1 says that some Samian slaves, driven from their home,
settled near Ephesus, and called their settlement Samorna,
the original form of Smyrna, the name being derived from
the name of Sam os. We must observe, however, that
Matacus is here speaking, not of the founders of the suburb,
but of the founders of Ephesus itself. The absurdity of
supposing Ephesus itself to be a Samian colony is apparen~.
It is mere etymological play. But even granting that
Mala-cus misquotes or misunderstands his authorities,
-and that the author he follows merely means to say
that the Samian slaves settled not Ephesus, but the Smyrna
-of Ephesus, it is still difficult to account for the form of the
name. . In the absence of direct evidence then, we are left
to one of two suppositions with regard to the Smyrna of
Ephesus; first, that it was the seat of an ancient Lydian
Amazon-cult, where the same deity occurs who is found i':'
other places formerly occupied by the Lydians in the
Aeolian Smyrna, in Myrina, where she appears in the two
forms of Myrina and Smyrna, and in Cyme, where she ap!pears in the form Myrina. Or secondly, we may assume
that the cult is not indigenous at Ephesus, that it is not
there a relic of the ante-Hellenic or Lydian period, but was
transferred thither by the Greeks. The form of the name,
which seems to bear a trace of Aeolism (Athen. 15, p. 688, C.
1I:6ppa,q up:upJJt1, 'TT'ap' AloAEixn t ), is in favor ofthe latter theory.
We may sqppose that in some civil dissension a party of
the Smyrnaeans were driven forth from the city, took refuge
in Ephesus, and settling close by the town, like Horace's
Salaminian Teucer, gave to a portion of the Ionic town the
/
cherished name of their Aeolic home.
The cult of Nemesis at Smyrna is cited by Miiller in
proof of the Ionic-Ephesus-Athens origin. Nemesis, says
Miiller, was worshipped at Smyrna; she was also worshipped at Rhamnus; hence, h~ infers that she was probably
1
II

Apud Athen. 6, p. 267, B. Cr. Guhl. Ephesiaca, p. 31, Do 37.
cr. Lobeck, Patbolog. p. 241.
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transferred from Athens by way of Ephesus, to Smyrna.
This is a specio~s argument at first sight, but criticallyanalyzed, falls away to nothing.
The proofs of the antiquity of this worship at Smyrna
are not very strong; yet, perhaps, they are enough to convince us that she had a temple in the older prae-Alexandrian
town. Pausanias informs us (9, 35, 2) that in the temple
of the Nemeses at Smyrna were placed the Graces, the work
of Bupalos. This passage alone is not decisive; it does not
necessarily follow that the temple of Nemesis was in existence at the time of Bupalos, as the statues may have been
transferred there at a later period. But as Nemesis in some
of her types bears a near resemblance to Aphrodite, it is
not improbable that Bupalos's Charites were designed as her
attendants. And taken in connection with another passage
of Pausanias (7,6,1), not much room is left for doubt.
In the second passage Alexander is said to have slept near
the temple of the Nemeses, consequently the temple existed
before the new or Alexandrian city. These two passages of
Pausanias are the only passages where the older Smyrnaean
Nemesis is mentioned, but there seems no ground for ques•
tioning them.
But whether this Nemesis came from Rhamnus is a very
different question. If other facts proved the Ionian origin
of Smyrna, then, indeed, we might suppose that in accordance with old Greek ways the Rhamnusian Nemesis was
brought by the early colonists by way of Ephesus. Or,
if there were any traces of a direct emigration from Attica
or Rhamnus, we might infer that the Smyrnaean Nemeses
came at some later period direct from Attica. But of this
we have no evidence except the worthless talk of Aristides,
and we are left to an entirely different theory.
The origin of the Rhamnusian Nemesis herself must be
more definitely established before we can draw conclusions
about the Nemeses of Smyrna. Is this deity indigenous
in Attica, or was she carried there from abroad? The evidences of a foreign origin are many. The traditions of the
Greeks refer her back to Asia ; the first temple of Nemesis,
19·
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according to Callisthenes,l was built by Adrastus, near the
river Aesepus, in Northern Mysia, and from him came the
name of Adrastea. The etymology of Callisthenes is bad,
his evidence for the origin of the cult'is good. The Nemesis
of Rhamnus bore the name of U pis; II whetber this is Hyperborean or Pelasgic we will 'not undertake to decide,but
in either case it lies outside of the genuine Greek mythology. 3 The worship of Nemesis is said to have been introduced into Attica by king Erechtheus; 4 and the Egyptians
cut on the cup held in the hand of Phidias's statue, dark as
their connection may be with the goddess, point to an origin
beyond sea.
If we may infer then, that the Rhamnusian Nemesis was
herself brought by some early migration from Asia to the
Attic soil, which is the most natural hypothesis? That the
Smyrnaean Nemesis went a round-about path from Asia to
Rhamnus, from Rhamnus to Ephesus, and from Ephesus to
that doubtful migration, to Smyrna? Or that she was
to the manor born, indigenous to the ·soil and borrowed by
the Greeks from the Leleges? Unquestionably the latter.
Like the Amazon considered above, like the Artemis Tauropolus, and possibly like th~ Boubrostis who is found only
at Smyrna, the Nemesis is a relic of the older Asiatic mythology. In·fact the type of the Smyrnaean Nemesis differs
from the Rhamnusian, and differs in such a way as to show
that the Smyrnaean type is the older one; the Nemesis of
,Rhamnus, says Pausanias, had no wings; the Nemesis of
Smyrna had.6 Tbe Smyrnaean deity therefore resembles
the winged figures found on Asiatic monuments; 15 the
Rhamnusian shows the anthropomorphic Greek element,
which is certainly later.
One argument more may be added as a cumulus, which
might be enough without the preceding. The cult of NeApud Strab. 13, p. 5(18.
I Philostr. Her. 10.
• Muller, Dorr. I. p. 887, English translation; Gubl, Eph. p. SO.
4 Suid. 8. V. 'P"I"'OIJ(TC", N/,.~(/'IS.
6 On coins, to'be sure, the Smyrnaean is also found without wings.
• Lenormant, in the Revue ArcMoL 1850, n. 10, p. 639.
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mesis does not appear either at Ephesus or Colophon. The
connecting link, therefore, between Smyrna and Rhamnus is
entirely wanting.
To recapitulate briefly the foregoing considerations: the
accounts of the foundation of Smyrna connected with the
name of Tantalus belong to an ante-Hellenic city, to traditions of the Leleges or Lydians; those connected with the
Amazon Smyrna belong not to history, but to mythology.
Of the two Greek versions, the Ionian version of Strabo
and the Aeolic version of Herodotus, the evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of the latter. It remains for us to inquire whether we can determine the particular Aeolic city
whence the emigrants started.
Two Aeolic towns claim this honor. To adjudicate their
claims is an easy task. The island of Lesbos is mentioned
as the metropolis; the authority for this is the questionable
authority of Vellejus Paterculus,J and his assertion is not
confirmed by any internal probability, nor by a single passage of any other writer. On the other hand· we have testimony which goes back beyond the oldest logographers, into
the shadowy times of epic song. We mean the epigram
already referred to, and preserved by the author of the life of
Homer, ascribed to Herodotus. The aoidos who wrote this
epigram cannot, according to Wel~ker, Miiller, and other
eminent philologists, have lived long after the composition
of the mad and Odyssey; he says in explicit words that
Cyme is the metropolis of Smyrna; "the people of Phricon built the Aeolian' Smyrna."
Ephorus, himself a Cymaean, and well acquainted with
the history of his native town, arrives at the same conclusion. These direct testimonies in favor of Cyme are certainly not refuted by such historical notices of Cyme as have
reached us. We cannot, indeed, lay much stress on the
name of the mythical founder of Cyme, Myrina, identical
with Smyrna, because, as we have seen, the worship of thi~
deity was wide-spread before the Hellenic period, and the recurrence of the name simply proves an affinity between the
I

1,4.
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Lydians or Leleges who were driven from their homes in
the two places by the aggressive Greeks. But the colonizing tendency of the Cymaeans was famous. While Ephesus, during her long and splendid career, never sent forth a
single colony, Cyme and Larissa sent forth some thirty.
Smyrna was without question one of these. And hence
both the Colophonians and Cymaeans claimed Homer as
their citizen. The Colophonians, because they took Smyrna; the Cymaeans, because they founded it.
The founder of the town, according to the Aeolic account, was, as we have seen, Theseus, who was. sprung
from the royal stock of Pherae, in Thessaly. The same
family of Admetus are said by Parthenius to have founded
Magnesia, on the Maeander; it is a coincidence to which
Miiller himself calls attention, that Magnesians are named
among the founders of Cyme. Thus two entirely independent traditions agree, and guide us back by way of Cyme,
to Pherae and Mount Phricion, to the Thessalian and
Locrian tribes. Perhaps it will not be going too far to find
in a Smyrnaean festival a trace of this Thessalian descent. The chief gymnastic festival of the Thessalian race
was the Tavpo",,~att.a, a kind of bull-fight, in which the
horseman leapt from the back of his horse on the back of a
bull, seized him by the horns, and despatched him. On a
Smyrnaean monument':""" of late date to be sure - a representation of this combat is found, and it may be that it was
propagated from the earliest times.1
The date of the foundation is fixed at the eighteenth year
after the foundation of Cyme, or one hundred and sixty.
eight years after the fall of Troy, that is, eleven hundred
and two years before Christ. From this period a dark gap
follows in the history of Smyrna. Of the Aeolic period
hardly a vestige is left. And very naturally, since the sub·
sequent Colophonian occupants brought with them their
own Ionic tradit.ions, and allowed the memory of Aeolic
1 C. 1.3212. In the epigram of Antipnter (Pseudopl. T. Hom. 1,4) .. Thesaa1y,
the mother of tbe Lapithae," is mentioned among the birthplaces of Homer; thia
is also a trace of the Cymaean-'fheasalian accouut of the town of Smyrna.
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deeds to die out. During this interval Cyme 1 was engaged
in hostilities with the Ionians, and the situation of Smyrna,
as the outpost of the Aeolic colonies, makes it not improbable that she often bore the brunt of war. In fact Stmbo
says she was '1t'ep,p.a')(!1T~ ael. From a hint preserved by the
Plutarchian l author olthe life of Homer, we may also infer
that the city was occasionally exposed to Lydian aggression;
the story ran that about the time Neleus, the son of Codrus,
led out the Ionian colonies, Smyrna was on one occasion
actually in the possession of the Lydians, under king
Maeon; but being hard pressed by the Aeolians, they gave
it up. The story is made a little suspicious by the explanation of the name of Homer (from of'1Jpeiv to follow, because
Homer followed the Lydians out) which is founded on it.
It is to be observed, however, that the author of the life
quotes the weighty authority of Aristotle; and there is no
improbability in the circumstance itself, or flaw in the chronology to lead us to reject it.
One other historic incident we are inclined to refer to this
period,- an attack made by the Chians while the inhabitants
were engaged in the rites of Dionysos outside the city walls,
in the hope that the town would fall an easy prey in its defenceless state.' Contrary to the expectations of the Chians,
however, the Smymaeans charged vigorously, routed and
killed them, and took their ships. This repulse was long
dwelt on with civic pride, and commemorated in religious
rites; every year in the month of Anthesterion, when the
festival of Dionysos took place, a galley was borne in procession to the Agora, in which sate the priest of Dionysos,
and a coin" of Smyrna, with the impress of a ship's prow,
is thought to refer to the same incident. The time of this
attack is indeed nowhere mentioned. But in the absence of
other chronological determinations, the presumption is in
favor of the Acolic period; in this ease it would be an attack of Ionians on Aeolians; while, if we put it later it
----~----------------------------------------

Nieol. Dam. fro 63.
II 1,3 •
• Arlst.2I'- DoA. I. p. 3'13; id. Dpos1. L p. "0; Philoltr. Vitt. Soph. 1,25,1.
t EekheL L 2, p. 553.
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would be Ionians against Ionians, a thing not unheard of,
to be sure, but yet not so probable. Furthermore, the cnlt
of this Dionysos evidently goes back to the Aeolic period; the
inscriptions of the town show that he bore the name of
BP"IueW or BpE£t1eW (=BpurEW). The origin of this name
was doubtful to the ancients themselves. Some 1 d.eriTe it
from the name of Brisa, a promontory of Lesbos; others
from the verb !3pl'EW. But all accounts agree in declaring
it an Aeolic cult, the chief seat of which was at Lesbo&.
It belongs, therefore, in the early period of history; and we
shall soon learn from a similar anecdote that the Aeolian festivalof Dionysos was celebrated without the city walls.
The Cymaeans were famous for the dulness of their perceptions. According to their neighbors they did not know
enough to go into the house when it rained.' At Smyrna
new surroundings and stirring events must have awakened
their descendants to a new life. Strangers thronged the
streets of the town, and it was the great emporium for all
the country round. Thus the harmonizing effect of commerce, the kindly nature of the soil and climate, and the
sweet influences of their gentler Ionian neighbors prepared
the way for a form of culture, of which we yearn in vain for
some history. But though the incidents of that busy and
restless time are gone irrevocably, the infinite grace and
beauty of its culture are preserved to all time in the Homerio
poems.
The increasing power of the Ionians began in time to be
felt northward. Nearly on the boundary between Aeolia
and Ionia lay the river Hermus, and doubtless they often
looked with longing eyes to the fertile strip south of the
Hermus, which was wanting to their geographical integrity.
Still the accession of Smyrna to the Ionic confederation
was not due to any concerted action of the Ionians as a
whole, but to the treachery of exiles from a single Ionian
city.3 The Smyrnaeans had sheltered some citizens of ColoI Stcph. Byz. 8. v. Bpiera; Etymol. M.
Persii scholl. 1, 76.
I Strab. 14, p. 622.

8.

v. BpleraiDs.

cr.

aIao O. Jalali ad
• Her. 1, 1$0.
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phon who had been banished from their town in a civil dis·
senSiOD ; these exiles, watching their chance, while the
natives were celebrating the Dionysia outside the town,
suddenly closed the gates and gained the mastery. The
news of this treachery brought the whole Aeolic league to
the aseistance of Smyrna, but singular to relate, the twelve
cities united were not able to make head against the exiles
- unassisted for all that we are expressly told. Probably,
however, the Ionic confederation had come to the aid of the
exiles, since Herodotus in speaking of the original capture
of the town calls them" Colophonian men," but afterward
in speaking of the agreement of the two contending parties
speaks of "Ionians." J
This was the downfall of the Aeolic town. The worsted
Aeolians were allowed to take their movable possessions
and scatter among the remaining eleven Aeolic towns.
Henceforth Smyrna appears in history as the thirteenth
town in the Ionic league, to which it was admitted on the
motion of the Ephesians.'
When did this important transfer take place? Herodotus
gives DO clue to the time, and Pausanias, whose brief notice
is substantially the same with Herodotus, is equally dark.
It was evidently before 01. 23=688, B. C., since Pausanias
(6,8) and Eusebius (Can. Chron., p. 286) mention as the
victor in the first boxing-match in the Olympic games one
Onomastos, an Ionian Smyrnaean; Pausanias adding that
Smyrna had at that time passed over into the hands of the
Ionians. We have, therefore, a decided terminus ante quem.
But is OL 23 the earliest terminus? May it not have occurred long before 01. 23? There is certainly no proof to
the contrary; and there are strong considerations in favor
of the earlier epoch. Herodotus speaking in another place
1 Soida.~

finds in this compact the explanation of the name of Homer, from

',.."pos, hostage.
s Her. 1, 143. Paus. 7, 5. 1. Strob. 14 init. The name OANItlNIOC (Mionnet, Descr. de Merl. III. p. 201, No. 1124) found on coins of Smyrna probably
nlers. as Eckbel I. 2, p. 509, has 8~en, to the Pnnionian Apollo. Vilrovius •• ,
1, makes an enormoos blnnder about the inl'Orporolion of Smyrna into the
Ionic league, which is not worth repeating.
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of the Ionian Smyrna, calls it "the Smyrna which was
founded from Colophon." 1 Probably tbis second foundation, so to speak, or colonization, was the occasion on which
the population of the city was augmented. Eusebius!! says
" Samos condita et Smyrna in urbis modum ampliata." This
event he puts 233 years before the foundation of Rome, i. e.,
986 years B. C. If, now, this· augmentation of the city was tbe
result of the Colophonian capture- and there is no other
period in the history of Smyrna to which it can be referred
-we bave arrived by a different way at the point.Miiller
labors to establish by tbe assumption of a colony from Ephesus, namely, we find in Smyrna Ionic men and Ionic ways
about the time of Homer. Thus we can explain why his
"heart beats with an Ionic beat;" we can find with the
critics of antiquity Aeolic usages still lingering in his poems,
and yet decide with Aristarchus that tbese poems are tbe
work of an Ionic hand. We do not overlook wbat Eusebius
himself says (on p. 171) that all Greek chronography before
the Olympiads is necessarily uncertain. The precise date,
986, B. C., is by no means certain; but still the great probability remains that Smyrna passed over to the Ionians some
three hundred years before tbe era commonly assumed.
We hear nothing more of the city till the dynasty of tbe
Mermnadae begins to extend the domain of Lydia, and
to press hard on the Greek colonies in the west. The first
king of the Mermnad line, Gyges, in bis war with the
Ionians took Colophon. His attack on the allied Smyrna
was less successful. He bad taken tbe town, and was already within the walls, when the Smyrnaeans chased him
out in a way that became proverbial; "the Smyrnaean
fashion" 4 was used to indicate a fierce, invincible onset, a
1 1,16.
I ebron. Can. p. 153.
• Scaliger, Animad. ad Eo •. p. 59, is indined to interpret this ao~mentation
of the <'ity as meaning the Amazonian senlement, which sopplanted the Tantolean Naolochon. Bot in another place (p. 61) he admits that Eosebio8, or hit
translator. Jlos the Iooians in mind: "noster vero velie videtor ab Ionilnu ampliatam."
, Arist. ::s.... noAo Y. p. 373: Me If..! 'f'&" 11'01'11'&" fja" 'f'lfTl :::&p.UPJllllo" Tpdn" 'f'~
'f'01O;;"0l' tll'ijfTbAi. The II'O",T&", I think. refers to MimnermDs, who probably
lUed the" :::&p.uI'U" 'f'pdftOll" in his iA.-y.iIt..
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charge of the Six Hundred. On the subject of this charge
the poet Mimnermus is said to have written eMryei.a, and a
noble fragment preserved by Stobaeus,l undoubtedly refers
to the valor of the Smymaean chief; "not such," he saye,
" was the valor'of that man, as I learned from my elders,
who saw him dashing at the thick. phalanxes of the horse• fighting Lydians in the plains of Hermus, the ash-bearing
hero. Pallas Athene never chid the fierce impulse of his
heart when he charged round among the van." The time of
tJris attack is pretty well fixed by a story told by Pausanias ;
in the second Messenian war, when the Messenians looked
on their cause as foregone, Aristomenes and Theoclus held
the Smymaeans up to them as an instance of what heroic
desperation could do. From the context it is evident that
Aristomenes is speaking of a recent event; 9 and as he fled
from Messenia to Rhodes shortly after, 01. 28, 668, B. C.,
Gyges's attack must have been a few years previous.'
We know that the allied Colophonians made peace with
Gyges after these events. That the Smyrnaeans did is nowhere recorded. But we may infer it from the intimate relations between king Gyges and his favorite Magnes of
Smyrna. The subseq~ent effeminacy of the Smymaeans,
which Mimnermus hints at, may undoubtedly be traced in
great part to the corrupting effect of the Lydian civilization.
At the death of Gyges followed his son Ardys.' Hislong
reign was somewhat troublesome to the Greek colonies, but
he was himself too much disturbed by his wars with the
Cimmerians to annoy the Smymaeans. Alyattes, however,
after warring with the Medes, and expelling the Cimmerians from Asia, at last succeeded in taking the town.

cr.

Fr. 12, Schneidewin.
I
Palmerii Exeree. p. 388.
a Doshheus, in lhe Lydiaca, fro 6 Miiller, relates an incident of the wars with
Lydia. The Sardians who were besieging the town refused to go nnleA the
Smyrnaean women were delivered up to thelll. A female slave propc;l8ed 10
Phi1arehus to send slaves in the guise of free women. This led to the 81tftb..
liIhment of the 'EAfMW".. at Smyrna, a commemoratiT8 festival in which the
slaves were drest 88 free women. POisibly this may have occurred in Gyges's
time.
t Her. 1, 16 and 16.
1
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Here ends the history of the genuine Smyrna. The Lydians razed the walls; 1 the proverbial insolence and wealth
of Smyrna, had, like those of Colophon, been her destruction.
Theognis says (1102) :
"Y{3PL'i /Cal Ma'YJ.'71T4'i
Kal lp.vpV1fl': I

cl7T~(IT(

/Cal

Ko>"~1'O.

and for several hundred years we hear no more mention of the town. At Strabo's time hardly a vestige of the
old Smyrna was remaining. The inhabitants were in part
scattered in little hamlets around, in part distributed among
the other Ionian towns; many of them went to Colophon,
where they were admitted to citizenship. Hence two votes
were allowed the Colophonians in the Panionion in case of
a tie; and" putting on the colophon" (TOJ! ICOAorpo,va br'T~
i;}EJltu) is interpreted by some of the ancients as referring to
the vote allowed for Smyrna.3
With his usual carelessness about Smyrna, Stra~o declares that the town lay in ruins for four hundred years.
This would make four hundred years between Alyattes and
Antigonus. Now, as the reign of Alyattes certainly does
not begin before 01. 39, 1=620 B. C.,' and as Antigonus died 301 B. C., after the battle at Ipsus, we can
hardly make out 400 years, taking the extreme limit on each
side. Strabo adds, to be sure, wEpt; and yet we are inclined
to think there is in the text an error of TETp",,/xna for Tp&aI

"0(1'UJ,.

The precise year of the destruction of Smyrna is nowhere
given. Mr. Schmitz says vaguely that" Alyattes B. C.627,
destroyed the town." Miiller 5 concludes it must have been
Strab. 14, p. 646. Raonl-Rochette (Hist. de Col. III. p. 101) questions thiB,
he confounds Alyattes with Gyges.
I On the IJlJplf of tbe Colophonians Diogen. 5, 79: KoAD4*1I ldlJpas' hl T_
Il' A 0 II ".l ... II ifill {;lJpltrT;;'".
The IJlJpas ifill u.-y.I*Xl" of tbe later Smymaeans is
spoken of by Philostr. Vitt. Soph. 1,25,2.
• Schol. Plat. Theaet. p. 897 Orelli j Apoat. 16, 92 Leutsch, PaTOeDl. Gr. II.
p.6e..
I So Westermaun. Others put it later, as Zumpt, Annales, 01 . .0,1, = 611
1
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B.C.
• Greek Lit. p. 115.
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in the first part of the long reign of Alyattes. This he infers, first, from the order of the events in Herodotus's narration, Herodotus mentioning the conquest immediately after
the battle with Cyaxares, who died 594; and secondly, from
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est LX 01. fuisse; Proclus says (Chrest. 7) he flourished
(~"p.a~EV) in the times of Dareius, i. e., after 521. If, now,
the period of Hipponax's culmination falls in the reign of
Dareius after 521 B. C., as Proclus says, he could hardly
have written the lines about Smyrna at the time of
Cyaxares's death, in 594, or 73 years before the accession of
Dareius. From 580 to 521 we have an interval of 59 years,
'and this is hardly within the range of possibilities. It is
just harely possible that Hipponax may have written of the
still standing Smyrna in 580, and have lived on to distinguish ,himself still further after the year 52V
The ·conclusion, then, to which we are forced is, that the
year 580 it; the earliest possible date we can assume for the
destruction of Smyrna; and that all the probabilities are in
favor of a later date, somewhere between 580 and 560, when
Alyattes died. Hence, the error of Strabo, or of Strabo's
text, is the more apparent. 1
III the general destruction of the town the temples seem
to have been spared. "Bear this in mind," says Hercules to
Philoctetes in Sophocles, "when you waste the land, to :respect the possessions of the gods." Examples enough from
Greek history show this was a common thing ; for instance,
when the Argives razed the city of Asine they left standing
1rhe temple of Apollo; when 'Thebes was levelled, in Sulla's
time, the temples were left, and remained till the age of Pausanias. The inhabitants of the city, therefore, who remained in the hamlets round, as well as their descendants, had at
least one bond of union besides the community of ancient associations; they were united by ('ommon deities, common :religious observances, common temples. To gather them together again after a lapse of centuries was no difficult task.
We come now to the third great epoch in the history of
Smyrna, the Alexandrian town. "Two great and fair
cities," says Aristides,' "Alexander the Great left as his
I Grote's assumption (But. of Gr. fiI. p. 252) that Smyrna must have existed
in Pindar's time on acconnt of fragment 115lnot 155, 88 he quotes it), is to&ally
unwarranted. Pindar must have been speaking of BOme put event.
s
~ I. p. 440.
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monuments, Smyrna and Alexandria." Whether the new
Smyrna was founded by Alexander in person, or by his successors, has been a disputed question ill ancient and modern
times. The fullest account is given by Pallsanias j 1 when
Alexander was once on a hunting expedition on Mt. Pagos,
and came to the temple of the Nemeses, these deities appeared to him in a dream, and bade him found a city on the
spot where he lay, and establish the Smyrnaeans there.
The Smyrnaeans thereupon sent to consult the Clarian
Apollo, and meeting with a favorable response, they gladly
moved into their new abode beyond the Meles.S
The same story is given by Aristides 8 in other places, who
also mentions the dream of Alexander, and by Pliny j' and
on the coins of Smyrna it is represented not infrequently.'
On the other hand Strabo (14, p. 646) is of opinion that
ilIe new city was not founded till the times of Antigonus
and Lysimachus. But both Pausanias and Strabo agree in
asserting that the new city was at a considerable distance
from the old, according to Straho's estimate, twenty stadia. s
These discrepant statements may be reconciled by the
lmpposition that Alexander's plan was carried out by
Antigonus, and after him by Lysimachus.T But so far as
the scanty evidence will allow us to judge, the relations between the Smyrnaeans and Lysimachus were not of the
most cordial nature j when he was trying to subjugate the
eities of Asia Minor the Smyrnaeans assisted the ColophoDians, and the grave of slaughtered Colophonians and Smyr1l&.ean8 existed till Pausanias's day on the road to Claros.
1

7,5,1.
I Tpcsp,dJtapEs Ireivo, nl 'I'..,.pdlrcs WflU "orr,.,
at n4')'01' 0~1I'0UII" wI"", l.poio Mb.",.ol.

BoA. hI ~ p.436 and p. 431.
' N. H. 5, 31.
• Mionnet III. n. 1277, 1296, 1410; Supplem. VI. 1707; Eckhcl. I. 2, p. 548.
• This point of topography is discussed by Prokesch, Wiener Jahrbb. LXVIII.
Amoigeblatt p. 55, and Welcker, Ep. Cycl. I. p. 147.
7
Palmerii Exercitt. p. 346; Hegewisch, Gr. Kolon. p. 21. The passage
of Snbo, 13, p. 594, on the city of Ilion, which seems to have had nearly the
aame rate with Smyrna, is instructive. If the date of the comic poet Diphilus'a
death were known, it might help to settle this questioD,since he died at Smyrnaj
I

cr.
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This makes the story of Lysimachus's participation a little
improbable, though not impossible; a parallel may be found
in the histol'Jl of Ephesus, which Lysimachus took, and
afterwards adorned with many new buildings. Still the idea
of re-building Smyrna looks like Alexander, and accords
well with his Homeric tastes; and there is nothing in Pausanias's account to lead us necessarily to rejectit. 1 The account of the dream, and indeed of his sleeping at all on
Mt. Pagos, while on his way from Sardis to Eph~sus, may
be merely the embellishments of a later and wonder-seeking age, while the real fact at the bottom may be true. H
the picture of the Grace,~ which Apelles painted for the
Smyrnaeans, was the work of the great Apelles, Alexander's
contemporary, which there is no reason for doubting, it is certainly a strong argument in favor of Alexander. While we
cannot hope, therefore, to decide the question beyond a
doubt, the joint evidence of Pausanias, Pliny, and Aristides
is not to be rashly set aside.
The plan and adornment of the new town were not unworthy of a kingly hand; Strabo says with enthusiasm
" Smyrna is the fairest of all cities." 8 A part of the town
was built on the side of the mountain; the greater part,
however, was on the plain near the gulf. The streets were
laid out in rectangles, and paved; the market-place was
laid out in like manner with rectangular lanes, covered with
arches, and with a row of shops on each side, after the fashion of a modern Oriental bazaar.4 Many large and splendid
public buildings decorated the streets, such as porticos, the
gymnasium, the library, and the Homereum, a hall containScholl. in Arlstopb. Proll. III. 85 Diibner. And if it were certain that Antiphanes, the poet of tbe Middle Comedy, lived at Smyrna (Meinecke I, p. 3M),
it wonld be 8~il1 more decisive.
I The objections of Raoul-Rochette, III. p. 121, are trnly French.
II Pans. 9, 35, 2.
• 14, p. 646, 1I:a! Jliil' ltrrl 1fa1\A(1TT7/ "",MI'. Reiske overlooks this passage in
doubting the text of Aristid. Mol'. hl 2/1. I. p. 425: a:al 10.0')'("'1' ••".m.fIS Uta"y~dllT"'l' 11:" AA ItT.,. ,,1' T MI' .1." tT MI'. Aristides obviously ref'crs to this passage of Sirabo.
• Aristid. ZI'o 'It''- I. p. 376.
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ing a shrine and image of Homer. The harbor could be
closed at will. One great defect, however, in the plan of
the city is censured. by Strabo, the want of subterranean
sewers, which made the streets all but impassable in wet
weather.
The change in the extemal aspect of the city was small
compared with the change in the character of the inhabitants and their relations to other cities and states. Since the
reign of Alyattes whole dynasties had been subverted.
Croesus had made the Greeks on the shore of Asia tributaries, and been himself overthrown by the Persians. The
Persians in turn had yielded to the new power of Macedonia. The Ionic league still existed, but only in name, not
in real significance. Hence, though the Smymaeans enjoyed a nominal and sickly autonomy, since the wealth and
importance of the city made it a tempting bait for aggression, their only resource lay in the alliances formed with
other cities. And, though frequent mention is made of the
city in the subsequent history of Asia Minor, it offers little
that is interesting, and appears only as a fragment of the
changing and crumbling dynasties that followed upon Alexander the Great.
From the silence of the historians it would appear that
the growth of the new town was very gradual. For a considerable time the name of the place is hardly mentioned.
But Smyma must have shared the freedom which all Ionia
received at the hands of Alexander, and when Ionia was annexed to the satrapy of Lydia, it must have passed through
the hands of Menander and elitus, until it finally fell with
the rest of the Ionian states, under the rule of Antigonus.
All this, however, is conjectural, and the only special mention of the town is the passage of Pausanias above quoted.
Down to the time of Antiochus Theos another gap occurs. Antiochus restored to the other cities of Ionia their
liberty,l and appears to have done many good turns to the
Smymaeans, in requital for which they displayed signal
1

Joseph. Antt. 12, 3, 2.
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loyalty to him, and dedicated a shrine to him and his mother
Stratonica.1
Smyrna is next mentioned in connection with Seleucus
Callinicus, and his war with Ptolemy Euergetes, of Egypt.
The participation of the Smyrnaeans in this war is not attested by any historian. An inscription, how~ver, fortunately preserved, informs us that when Seleucus was.hard pressed by Ptolemy, and was on his way to Seleucis, the Smyrnaeans showed themselves loyal subjects, and were not intimidated by the approach of Ptolemy's forces to their city.
Seleucus showed his gratitude by " confirming the autonomy
and democracy of the demos," and by making the city an
asylum. Not long after a treaty, offensive and defensive,
was made with the Magnesians ad Sipylum, which seems
to have lasted till the Roman period.i By the terms of this
treaty the stronghold of Palaemagnesia was conceded to the
Smyrnaeans.
Not long after followed the war between AttaIns L, king
of Pergamus, and Achaeus, the cousin of Antiochus the
Great, which was carried on with various success for five
years. In this war the Aeolian cities and those near Aeolis
at first yielded through fear to Achaeus; afterwards, however, when Achaens was absent on an expedition against
Selge in Pisidia, Attalus availing himself of the opportunity,
went to Aeolis, and gained possession of the Aeolic cities,
partly by diplomacy, partly by force. The first who went
over to him voluntarily were the cities of Cyme, Smyrna,
and Phocaea; and the Smyrnaean ambassadors were received by AttaIus with special marks of his regard.'
Smyrna is then involved in the great qutmel between
I C. I. 3137, VB. 8. This WB8 said to have been done at the command of
Apollo; Tac. A. 3, 63. The temple which was situated without the walls (C. L
3156) enjoyed the privilege of an B8ylum given it by SeleucUJ Calliuicus, till the
period of the Roman empire (C. I. 3131, and Tac. I. I.); and WB8 a place of deposit for important public documents; C. I. 3131, VB. 83.
I Boeclr.h on C. I. 3157. The coiUJ of Smyrna mention many alliances with
other cities. Plut. de adul. ct amie. 22, speab of aid sent them by the Spartans,
the time of which is not known.
• Polyb. 5, 77
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Antiochus the Great, and Rome. The immediate cause
of contention between this monarch and the Romans was
the interference of the Greeks with the affairs of the Asiatic
cities.1 Most of the cities were averse to the rule of Antiochus, and yet from fear of an attack, gave in to him. Three
cities, however, held out, Smyrna, Lampsacus and Alexandria Troas, and sent for aid to T. Quinctius Flamininus, the
Roman commander; and the amity between the Smyrnaeans and the Romans, established on this occasion (196)
was preserved inviolate, so that Cicero I calls the Smyrnaeans fidelissimi atque antiquissimi socii. Antiochus on
his part sent ambassadors to the Roman commander,3 and
was ordered, in reply, "to keep away from the free cities,
and not to attack them." The important lead taken by
Smyrna at this period among the neighboring towns is attested by the action of Antiochus; he was afraid that, if
these cities were allowed their liberty, the cities on the Hellespont would follow Lampsacus, and the Aeolic and Ionic
cities would join Smyrna; he therefore sent forces from
Ephesus to attack Smyrna.' About the same time the
Smyrnaeans established the first temple of the city of Rome
ever founded by any foreign state.'
The siege effected nothing; four years after (192, B. C.),
when Antiochus was on the point of crossing over to Europe, he was unwilling· to leave these three cities behind
'him, which he had not been able to take, up to that time,
nor to induce to make peace on favorable terms. When the
Romans crossed over to Asia two years after (190 B. C.),
Antiochus sent Heraclides 7 as an ambassador to P. Scipio.
In this embassy the city of Smyrna is mentioned as the
cause of the war, and Antiochus volunteered to surrender
his claims on the city to the Romans.' This, however, was
1 App. 811'. 1 and 2.
I Phil. 11, 2.
I Liv. 33, M.
, Liv. 33, 88.
6 Tac. A. 4, 56.
• Liv. 85, 42.
1 Polyb. Exec. Leg. 21, ]0; Liv. 87, 84; App. Syr. 29. In the conference
before L. Com. Scipio for deliberation with the citizens of Smyrna and Lamp·
I&CII8 there were present on the part of the Smymaeanl oZ ••pI Kolpcwo, j Polyb.

18,35.
I

Diod. 5, 29, 7.
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not satisfactory to the Romans i they demanded that he
. should not only leave Aeolia and Ionia, but all·Asia west of
the Taurus. At the conclusion of the war the Smymaeans
were complimented in the highest terms by the Roman
senate for preferring to suffer all extremities rather than sutrender to Antiochus, and were rewarded by the adjudication
of lands which they claimed as their own.l The struggle
had indeed called upon the Smyrnaeans for no inconsidera.
ble sacrifices i they had supplied the Romans with ships
and auxiliaries,~ and the gates and walls of the town gave
evidence of the violence of the siege down to the times of
Aristides!
The friendly relations established in this war between
Smyrna and Rome remained ever after unbroken. We nod
accordingly the Smymaeans on the side of Rome in the war
with Aristonicus, when Attalus of Pergamus presented his
kingdom to the Romans, and Smyrna, like the neighboring
cities of Myndus, Samos, and Colophon, appears to have stood.
another siege;· and with the same s~cct:ss, it would appear,
as in the war with Antiochus, since Smyrna was selected as
the burial place of Crassus, the Roman commander.' And
soon after, in the Social War, the Romans were indebted
to Smyrna for important reinforcements.s
Not even the terrors of the Mithridatic wars could shake
the Smyrnaean allegiance to Rome. When this monarch
had subjugated Phrygia and Mysia, and was on his way to
Ionia, the Smyrnaeans closed their gates against him iT and
when it was announced in the assembly at Smyrna that
Sulls was reduced to great straits by the severity of the climate and the difficulties of procuring supplies, all present
stript off their garments and sent them to the Roman
army.'
Liv 38,1I8; Polyh. 22, 27,10; Entrop. 4,4,2.
I Liv. 37,16.
B D,pl'O", I. p. 766. t Flor. 2, 20; Arlat. 1.1. 'Entrop. 4,20; Arlstid.
B Tac. 4, 56.
Just before this P. Rutiliua was presented with the freedom of
the city for defending the provincials against the exactions of the pnhJicaoij
Cic. Brnt 22; p. Balb. 11, 28; Tac. A. 4, 43.
7 Orosiu8, 6, 2, p. 241.
8 Tac. 1. 1. Aristides adds ('E1I'ICIT. 1I'.pl2l&- I, p. 766) that the slaughtered
1
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The importance of the town in Cicero's age is attested by'
him,' and Strab02 speaks of the Erasistratean school of medicine under Hicesius, as renowned before his day, though
he implies it had subsequently died out. In the civil war
(44, B. C.) the province of Asia was given to C. Trebonius.
The year following Dolabella surprised him with his army,
besieged the city, destroyed a great part of it, and slew
Trebonius in a night attack.3
During the period of the Empire, Smyrna enjoyed to an
unusual degree the favor and protection of the imperial court,
and in Augustus's time it was accounted among the finest
cities of Asia Minor. Augustus was entitled the Founder
of the city in consequence of his liberality, and even before
his death Tiberius was treated with the customary adulation
of the age.4 On Tiberius's accession to the throne, Smyrna
was selected out of all the cities of Asia Minor as the seat
of a temple to the emperor, on account of her long-standing
connection with Rome.' In Pliny's time it was the seat of
a conventus juridicus, to which a large part of Aeolia, the
Macedones Hyrcani, and the Magnetes ad Sipylum had resort.6 The schools of rhetoric perhaps contributed more
than any external patronage toward the fame of the town
in this rhetorical age; rhetoricians and sophists- enjoyed at
Smyrna an immunity from taxes; 7 it was a sort of university town, to which youths resorted in large numbers from
all parts of Asia, Africa and Europe.8 In the reign of
Trajan' the citizens received the priestly title of neocori,
leader W88 buried in the city. The relations of Smyrna to Mitbridates would
88sume a dilferent guise if tbe bead on the coin in Mionnet. III. p. 217, were
really that of Mithridates, 88 Visconti, Icon. Gr. ad tab. XLII. thinks. But the
Victoria witb tbe crown and palm points rather to 8eleueus Callinicus.
1 Pbil. 11,3.
I 12, p. 580.
B Veil. Pat. 2, 7,9; Cic. Phil.ll, 15; 8trab. 14, 646; Appian. Bell. Civ. 3, 26.
I Cf. Boeckh on C. I. n. 3172.
• Tac. A. 4, 15 and 56. Ariat. 'E...... ~. I. p. 767, gives tbe vote on this occalion.
• N. H. 5, 31; cr. Cic. p. FIacco, 29,71.
, C. I. 3178; Masson, de Aristid. vito p. cxxx.
• Pbilostr. Vitt. Soph. 1,21.5; cr. Arist. %", noA. I. p. 376.
t The father of Trajan erected tbe aqueducts at Smyrna; C. I. 3146, 8147.
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(Jle6)ICopo'TOJJI Ie{J(J,(TTOJJI or ~e~ 'Po,~), an honor that was
twice repeated, under Hadrian and Septimius Severns.1
Indeed Hadrian was so popular with the Smymaeans· that
he was called, like Augustus, Savior and Founder of the
city,1I and an effort was made to call the city Hadriana, after
his name.
With all its advantages, natural and others, among
which the Christian Church and Polycarp will not be forgotten, Smyrna was subject to the two great scourges of the
East, pestilences' and earthquakes; in the reign of M.
Antonine it was almost overthrown by the great earthquake of the year 177.' By the liberality of the emperor,
however, it was rebuilt on so extensive a scale that on the
whole the earthquake was regarded as a beneficial thing.1I
The new city of M. Antooine lasted till the division of
the Roman Empire, when it was attached to the Eastern
Empire. But as all traces of the original Greek city are
lost, to pursue the history further would be a fruitless task,
and we leave it with this, contented if we have shown that
the IUst-orical facts are not quite so familiar or 80 well established as they are thought to be.
Krause, Civitt. Neocorae, p. 50.
C. I. n. 3174; Eckhel. I. 2, p. 544; Mionn. m. 1109; Suppl. VI. 1548.
• C. I. 3165.
, Aristidell composed on tbis occasion his Mo". br. :::I,u.
, Philostr. Vitt. Soph. 2, 9, 2; Aristid. noA. brl 2,u. I. p. "5; Syncell. p. 358,
D. Tbe pauage in Aristides, 'Ifp. Art. "1' I. p. 497, will perhaps explain &be
obscure allasion in the Oracula Sibyllina 5, p. 334. O&ber propbecies on S. are
found 3, p. 2"; p. 2«; 5, p. 311.
1
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